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ABSTRACT
Crowd-sourcing has become a popular form of computer mediated collaborative work and OpenStreetMap represents one of the most successful crowd-sourcing systems, where the goal of building and maintaining an accurate global map of the world is being accomplished by means of contributions made by over 1.2M citizens. However, within this apparently large crowd, a tiny group of highly active users is responsible for the mapping of almost all the content. One may thus wonder to what extent the information being mapped is biased towards the interests and agenda of this group of users. In this paper, we present a method to quantitatively measure content bias in crowd-sourced geographic information. We then apply the method to quantify content bias across a three-year period of OpenStreetMap mapping in 40 countries. We find almost no content bias in terms of what is being mapped, but significant geographic bias; furthermore, we find that bias in terms of meticulousness varies with culture.
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INTRODUCTION
Crowd-sourcing is a form of online collaborative work practice, where a task that was traditionally performed by a selected number of skilled employees is now being performed by a large, self-selected group of volunteers in answer to an open call [21]. Crowd-sourcing has been used to accomplish a variety of tasks [3]: from distributed human intelligence tasks, as exemplified by the open calls usually appearing on Amazon Mechanical Turk, to scientific (objective) problem solving; from peer-vetted (subjective) creative production, as in Threadless, to knowledge discovery and management. It is the latter type of crowd-sourcing tasks we are interested in this paper, whereby a crowd is mobilised to collect and maintain large repositories of information. The most successful example of this is Wikipedia, with its online community of editors voluntarily contributing to a repository of the whole body of knowledge. A specific type of knowledge where crowd-sourcing has also been widely applied is that of volunteered geographic information, where citizens have become surveyors, with council-monitoring applications like FixMyStreet; local reporters, as powered by Ushahidi’s Crowdmap; and cartographers, with geo-wikis like Cyclopath and OpenStreetMap.

Crowd-sourcing platforms for knowledge discovery and management have been subject to scrutiny by the research community over the years; one of the first issues raised was that of information accuracy, as we take a task away from skilled employees and assign it to an undefined, self-selected crowd. Several studies have revealed that the emerging crowd-editing practises result in high quality data gathering overall (e.g., [23, 18, 15, 13, 28]). However, information accuracy is not the only concern that emerges as a result of this knowledge production paradigm shift; another important issue is that of content bias.

Although crowd-sourcing seeks contributions from potentially anyone, in practice previous work has shown that only a tiny group of contributors (often referred to as ‘power users’) produces most of the content [22, 25, 32, 33, 35, 43]. For this reason, one may wonder to what extent the gathered information is biased towards the interests of this small group of highly active contributors. In this paper, we investigate this question for crowd-sourced geographic information repositories – and OpenStreetMap in particular – by quantitatively measuring the extent to which the mapping of ‘power users’ is misaligned with respect to what done by the whole OpenStreetMap contributors’ base.

If such misalignment is high, the rationale behind the very existence of OpenStreetMap might be at stake. At a time when
maps were in the hands of a few selected companies, and thus their content inevitably reflected private agendas (e.g., of the military, as in the case of Ordnance Survey; of commercial profit, as in Google Maps and Bing Maps), OpenStreetMap offered a radically different approach, empowering anyone to freely edit its content. As Mikel Maron, Director of the GroundTruth Initiative\(^6\) and Board Member of OpenStreetMap Foundation states, “We really think it’s important that the people who are creating the map data, or are involved with creating the map data, are the people who are living there, and the data that’s created from their communities is something they have a stake in and is something that they can fully use to improve their own situation and advantage the agenda of the community”.\(^7\) Although the crowd-sourcing paradigm enables this goal in principle, actual adoption of the paradigm sees a rather small (and also demographically-biased) community core being responsible for the vast majority of the OpenStreetMap knowledge base, thus questioning whether the map that emerges in OpenStreetMap is biased towards the interests of its ‘power users’. With a growing number of companies and non-for-profit organisations worldwide relying on OpenStreetMap to deliver their own location-based services,\(^8\) it has become important to provide a method to quantitatively answer this question.

In this paper, we propose a method to quantify content bias, to be interpreted here as the extent to which the interests of the power users are misaligned with respect to those of the rest of the OpenStreetMap contributors’ base. We consider users’ interests as captured by what OpenStreetMap users edit in the map: we subsequently measure bias in terms of three signals that mappers implicitly leave: what information is being mapped, where the information is being mapped, and finally how meticulously the information is being edited. For each of these dimensions, we virtually compare two maps: one that emerges from the actions of power users, and one that emerges from the actions of the very long tail of occasional contributors. We apply the method to OpenStreetMap, as this is the most popular crowd-sourced geographic information system in existence to date. In this context, we quantify bias for 40 countries around the world, examining all contributions made in a period of three years (from 01/2010 to 12/2012).

Our findings reveal that there is almost no bias in terms of what content is being produced: the type of spatial objects that power users edit is very well aligned with the information being mapped by the very many occasional mappers. On the contrary, there is higher bias in terms of where information is being mapped: the map that emerges from power contributors is very dense around big cities and near empty anywhere else, whereas the map that emerges from occasional contributors offers a more uniform spatial coverage, albeit with lower density. Finally, we found bias in how meticulously the map is being edited to vary with culture: where power distance is low and individualism is high, the crowd performs a more accurate work than power users, and vice versa.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: we first position this work in the context of related literature; we then describe the dataset used in this study, and provide a definition of bias within this context. We present the method we developed to quantitatively measure the previously defined forms of bias, and analyse the results obtained when applying the method to the dataset under exam. Finally, we summarise the main contributions of this work, we reflect on the theoretical and practical implications of the proposed method, we acknowledge current limitations, and elaborate on future directions of research.

**RELATED WORK**

The topic of bias, interpreted as lack of neutrality, has been extensively studied in collaborative knowledge production platforms such as Wikipedia. Indeed, although Wikipedia advocates a strict ‘neutral point of view’ (NPOV) policy, many studies that looked into measuring the extent to which this policy is adhered to in practice have found otherwise. For example,\(^5\),\(^34\) examined the extent to which content and perspectives vary across cultures, by comparing articles about famous people in the Polish and English editions of Wikipedia, and found substantial differences between the two monolingual versions. Lam et al.\(^{27}\) have studied gender imbalance in Wikipedia, and reported on how in some domains, such as movies, articles of particular interest to females were substantially less covered than articles of specific interest to males – a direct consequence of having very few female editors relative to male ones. The same issue of gender gap also received media attention; for example, in 2011 The New York Times reported that, according to many surveys, less than 15 percent of Wikipedia contributors are women\(^8\).

Other studies of Wikipedia have looked into the effect that varying levels of user engagement have on the resulting knowledge base. Wikipedia, as many online user-generated content platforms, exhibits a highly skewed user base, with a small fraction of less than 20% of users (often called power users) being responsible for the creation of 80% or more of available content\(^33\),\(^25\),\(^35\). A study by Kittur et al.\(^{25}\) suggests that Wikipedia was indeed initially driven by the ‘power of the few’ top contributors, rather than being the result of an actual ‘wisdom of the crowd’: this has however been shifting over time, with a larger variety of users committing contributions in recent years. Note that varying levels of engagement do not necessarily represent a problem: as found in previous research, the top Wikipedia editors are indeed those who use the quality assurance systems\(^{17}\), those who invoke community norms, and those who revise available entries\(^33\), making them both more accurate and complete, so that their work has a positive effect, both directly (in terms of quality of the content) and indirectly (in terms of community growth).

---

\(^6\)http://groundtruth.in/ – A new media and technology consulting company specialising in community-based participatory technologies, especially mapping and citizen journalism, in poor and marginalized regions throughout the world.

\(^7\)http://www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2013-08/05/slum-mapping-google-maps-cartography

\(^8\)http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/List_of_OSM_based_Services
As we shift our attention to geographic knowledge repositories, new and different forms of bias may emerge, as there is an intrinsic relationship between the location of a contributor and the type of knowledge they can offer (whereas, in general-knowledge repositories such as Wikipedia, it is often the case that a user can contribute to any article, regardless of where they are geographically based). Few studies exist in this domain, with a notable exception being the recent work by Hetch and Stephens [19]: they examined three of the most common sources of volunteered geographic information (VGI) - that is, Twitter, Flickr, and Foursquare - and showed that all of them are strongly biased towards urban areas, at the expense of rural ones (for instance, they found that there are 24.4 times more Foursquare users per capita in urban areas than rural ones).

OpenStreetMap is probably the VGI repository most studied to date, but research has so far focused on two other questions: accuracy and coverage. The former has been found to be very high [1, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 28] when compared to proprietary mapping datasets, in a variety of countries across Europe. The latter has been found to sharply decrease as we move away from city centres [44], or when we move in areas with low socio-economic status [15]; for this reason, some authors have labelled user-generated geo-tagged information as geographically biased, in the sense that it does not cover with equal interest urban and rural areas [24], and neither well-off and deprived areas [15].

Geographic bias is certainly important, but it is not the only form of bias worth investigating in geographic knowledge repositories. For example, Stephens [42] found that user adoption of volunteered geographic information in OpenStreetMap and Google MapMaker is not uniform, with an abundance of men compared to women. Furthermore, similar to what observed in Wikipedia, many geo-spatial communities manifest a highly skewed user base, with a tiny fraction of users being responsible for the majority of available content [32, 22, 43]. There is thus an open opportunity here to go beyond the geographic bias, and to explore the extent to which the mapped content is representative of the interests of small groups of users only. In this paper, we propose a method to quantify different forms of content bias in geographic crowd-sourced repositories, and apply it to the case of OpenStreetMap in particular, to measure how biased the mapped information is towards the interests of a minority of very active users. In the next section, we describe the dataset under exam, and the forms of bias our method aims to measure.

We note that different forms of bias have been studied in other domains. For example, bias intended as the expression of the personal views of the editors of a community has been investigated in Foursquare [39], Pinterest [7], YouTube [6] and Yelp [9]. However, these platforms specifically call for the personal expressions of individuals’ experiences. As such, their goal is fundamentally different from that of knowledge gathering platforms like Wikipedia and OpenStreetMap, that aim for a certain ideal of neutrality and objectivity.

Dataset

Before delving into a detailed description of our proposed method, we describe the crowd-sourcing datasets to which it is best applied. First, the crowd-sourced content should have a geographic component; second, the content should be semantically varied and rich, so that different geographical objects can be mapped, and with a different degree of semantic richness; finally, different users’ groups should be contributing to the crowd-sourcing task, so that their actions can be compared. Many crowd-sourcing datasets meet these criteria, including WikiMapia, an open-content collaborative mapping project where volunteer users mark and describe all geographical objects on Earth; Google Map Maker, a service launched by Google in June 2008 designed to allow Google Map users to update and improve the map of places that matter to them; and OpenStreetMap, a collaborative project to create a free editable map of the world. In this paper, we chose to apply our method to OpenStreetMap (hereafter OSM), as of all suitable geographic crowd-sourcing projects and associated datasets, this is probably the most successful one, having been running since 2004, and comprising the largest (and most geographically widespread) user and content base. Furthermore, OSM is the one that has been researched the most in the literature, so that we can relate our findings to previous studies.

The OSM dataset is freely available to download and it contains the history (since 2006) of all edits (over 2 billions) performed by all users (over 1.6M) on all spatial objects. In OSM jargon, spatial objects can be one of three types: nodes, ways, and relations. Nodes are single geospatial points and typically represent Points-of-Interest (POIs); ways mostly represent roads (as well as streams, railway lines, and the like); finally, relations are used for grouping other objects together, based on logical (and usually local) relationships (e.g., administrative boundaries, bus routes).

In order to reduce the OSM dataset to a more manageable size, we restricted our attention to nodes that describe Points-of-Interest (POI) only. A node consists of three main attributes: a geographical position (latitude and longitude), a name, and an amenity type used to describe the category the POI belongs to; examples of categories include: ‘hospital’, ‘place of worship’, ‘restaurant’, and ‘school’. The amenity type field is optional, and although OSM guidelines suggest a common taxonomy to use, in practice users are free to use whatever vocabulary they prefer. We further restricted our attention geographically; previous research has shown that OSM presents large differences in data contributions and community development in different areas of the world [31, 37]. To capture bias in these differing contexts, we adopted a stratified sampling approach, and reduced our analysis to 40 (out of 133) countries that have OSM presence, so to in-
to estimate the extent to which the interests of the power users and the crowd only. We use the same definition in this work and, for each country under exam, we consider as power users the minimum number of users required to account for 80% of the edits in that country. Interestingly, we found that these users are less than 10% of the OSM population for each country.

One may wonder to what extent the above definition of power users impacts results, and what the effect of using different thresholds would be. To investigate this, in each country under exam, we first divided OSM users into five groups (rather than just power vs. crowd), each with an exponentially increasing number of OSM contributions (from $<10^1$ to $>10^5$). For each group and for each country, we then computed all our bias metrics and found that, in the vast majority of cases, results for the three least active groups, and results for the two most active groups, were very similar. We found also that the activity threshold separating these two groups is, in most cases, the same emerging when distinguishing power users vs. the crowd following the 80-20 rule of thumb. We thus chose to present results comparing the two broad classes of power users and the crowd only.

**Forms of Content Bias**

In this work, we are interested in quantitatively measuring the extent to which the interests of the power users and the interests of the crowd are misaligned. We define users’ interests of both power users and the crowd as captured by what they edit in their own virtual maps (note that lurkers – individuals who use OSM without contributing any content – are not considered in this study, as they do not leave any quantifiable trace about their interests).

We quantify misalignment according to three dimensions: (i) what spatial objects are being edited, (ii) where these objects are physically located, and (iii) how meticulously they are edited.

- **What is being mapped?** The first bias dimension we measure is the extent to which the POI amenity types mapped by power users are (mis)aligned with those mapped by the rest of the OSM community. Previous qualitative studies of OSM have revealed that power editors are a niche group prevalently formed by educated, young, white male, and that evidence of this niche group dominance in OSM is also reflected in the amenities that have been mapped [42].
We thus aim to measure whether the POI amenity types that this group edits are of interest to them only, or whether the same amenity types are also being edited by the much larger crowd of occasional mappers.

- **Where is mapping taking place?** The second bias dimension we measure is the extent to which the geographic areas mapped by power users are (mis)aligned with respect to those mapped by the rest of OSM community. As power users exhibit rather peculiar demographics [42], one may wonder whether the map that emerges from their edits predominantly covers areas of interest to them (e.g., places where they live, work and mingle), and whether these areas do not align with those of interest to the much larger OSM crowd, thus leaving big holes in the emerging map.

- **How meticulous is the mapping?** The third and last bias dimension we measure is the level of accuracy that emerges from the two virtual maps. We do so as past work on Wikipedia has revealed that power editors are responsible for the high quality of Wikipedia articles, being engaged in moderating and quality control activities, such as enforcing community norms and reverting edits when they do not follow Wikipedia's policies [33]. If a similar separation of roles emerges in OSM too, then we would expect the virtual map created by power editors to signal higher accuracy than the one emerging from crowd mappers.

**Metrics**

Having distinguished power users from the rest of the crowd, and having defined the three forms of content bias that we want to capture, we can proceed to define metrics to measure them.

**What is being edited**

The first metric we define aims to measure to what extent the amenity types edited by power users are also being edited by the crowd. To do so, for each country, we compute two vectors, \( \hat{a}_p \) and \( \hat{a}_c \), where the \( i \)-th entry of \( \hat{a}_p \) (resp., \( \hat{a}_c \)) indicates how many times the \( i \)-th amenity is mapped by power users (resp., the crowd). We then define our first metric, **Amenity Misalignment** (AM) as:

\[
AM = 1 - \theta(\hat{a}_p, \hat{a}_c)
\]

(1)

where \( \theta(\cdot, \cdot) \) is the Cosine similarity between the two vectors.\(^{15}\) Since \( \hat{a}_p \) and \( \hat{a}_c \) cannot have negative entries, then their Cosine similarity ranges from 0 to 1 and so also AM does. Values of AM close to zero (i.e., \( \theta(\hat{a}_p, \hat{a}_c) \approx 1 \)) indicate that power users and the crowd edit the same amenities (even if at different scale in terms of absolute number of edits), and we interpret this as an indication of very low misalignment; vice-versa, values of AM close to the unit (i.e., \( \theta(\hat{a}_p, \hat{a}_c) \approx 0 \)) signal that power users and the crowd have interest in completely different amenities (i.e., high misalignment).

\(^{15}\)The Cosine similarity is a well known vector similarity measure and it is mostly used in high-dimensional positive spaces such as in Information Retrieval and Text Mining. It computes the cosine of the angle between two vectors [41], so it assumes values belonging to the real interval \([-1, 1] \) and is equal to the unit when the two vectors are perfectly aligned.

The AM metric alone is not sufficient to understand what kind of misalignment is taking place. For example, AM could be high because power users and the crowd have mapped completely different amenities; however, it could also be high because, for example, power users have mapped very few amenity types, while the crowd has mapped the same types plus many more. We thus consider, in conjunction with AM, a further metric that we call **Amenity Diversity Misalignment**, which aims to capture how **diverse** the range of amenities mapped by power users is vs. the range of those mapped by the crowd. Formally, we begin with the two vectors \( a_p \) and \( a_c \) as before; we then measure the diversity of amenities produced by power users (resp., the crowd) by computing the Shannon Diversity Index\(^{16}\) on \( a_p \) (resp., \( a_c \)). We refer to these quantities as \( AmnDiv_p \) and \( AmnDiv_c \). We then define our second metric, **Amenity Diversity Misalignment** (ADM) as the relative difference between \( AmnDiv_p \) and \( AmnDiv_c \):

\[
ADM = \frac{AmnDiv_p - AmnDiv_c}{\max(AmnDiv_p, AmnDiv_c)}
\]

(2)

Because both \( AmnDiv_p \) and \( AmnDiv_c \) are equal to or greater than 0, then \( ADM \in [-1, +1] \). Positive values of this metric mean that the virtual map generated by power users shows a broader set of amenities than the virtual map generated by the crowd; negative values point out the opposite behaviour; values closed to 0 mean that the virtual map generated by power users and the virtual map generated by the crowd show no misalignment in term of diversity of mapped amenities.

**Where is mapping taking place**

To quantify spatial misalignment, the first metric we define looks at the difference between the geographic areas mapped by power users and those mapped by the crowd. We proceed as follow: we subdivided each country in grids of different sizes (e.g., \( 2km \times 2km, 5km \times 5km, 15km \times 15km \)). We then computed two vectors, \( g_p \) and \( g_c \), where the \( i \)-th entry of \( g_p \) (resp., \( g_c \)) indicates how many times the \( i \)-th cell of the grid has been mapped by power users (resp., the crowd). Similarly to what was done when defining Amenity Misalignment in Equation 1, we now define **Spatial Misalignment** (SM), as:

\[
SM = 1 - \theta(g_p, g_c)
\]

(3)

In the next section, we will report only results obtained when considering the \( 2km \times 2km \) grid, as very similar results were obtained when considering the other grid sizes.

Similarly to what was done when defining Amenity Diversity Misalignment, we consider, in conjunction with SM, a further metric that we call **Spatial Diversity Misalignment**, which aims to capture how **diverse** the range of areas mapped by power users is vs. the range of those mapped by the crowd. As before, we begin with the two vectors \( g_p \) and \( g_c \); we then measure the diversity of areas mapped by power users (resp., the crowd) by computing the Shannon Diversity Index on

\(^{16}\)The Shannon diversity index is a measure that reflects how many different entries there are in a data set and the value is maximised when all entries are equally high [40].
We refer to these quantities as $SpDiv_p$ and $SpDiv_c$. We then define the Spatial Diversity Misalignment (SDM) metric as the relative difference between them:

$$SDM = \frac{SpDiv_p - SpDiv_c}{\max (SpDiv_p, SpDiv_c)} \quad (4)$$

As for the SM metric, we will report results obtained on the 2km × 2km grid only, as these are consistent with those obtained when operating with other grid sizes.

**How meticulous is the mapping**

The previous metrics capture misalignment between the map that emerges from power users and the map that emerges from the crowd, in terms of what is being mapped and where. What is left open is to measure which of the two virtual maps is more accurate and more up to date. Previous research has shown that, in Wikipedia, high accuracy is mainly due to the actions performed by power editors [33]. We are thus interested in measuring whether a similar phenomenon is emerging also in OSM. To do so in an automatic way is extremely difficult, as we would need access to an idealistic ground truth map, against which to compare the two virtual ones emerging in OSM. As such ground truth is not ready available, we will leverage past findings to find good proxies instead.

Let us consider accuracy first. By comparing geographic information in OSM with that of proprietary mapping datasets (e.g., Ordnance Survey, Navteq, Yelp), for selected regions and for selected periods of time, past studies have found that OSM spatial data is accurate [15, 16, 30], both in terms of positioning of OSM nodes and ways, and in terms of lexicographic spelling of POI names. Furthermore, it has found that OSM nodes’ accuracy (both spatial and lexicographic) is strongly correlated with the amenity type field being non-null (recall that this field is optional in OSM) [30]. We thus measure the proportion of OSM objects with a non-null amenity field and use it as proxy for accuracy. More precisely, we compute $NotNullRatio_p$ and $NotNullRatio_c$, as the ratio of edits with non-null amenity appearing in the virtual map generated by power users and in the virtual map generated by the crowd respectively. Similarly to what was done when defining Amenity Diversity Misalignment in Equation 2, we then define an Accuracy Misalignment (AcM) metric as the relative difference between them:

$$AcM = \frac{NotNullRatio_p - NotNullRatio_c}{\max (NotNullRatio_p, NotNullRatio_c)} \quad (5)$$

Let us now consider how to measure which of the two virtual maps is more up-to-date. As for accuracy, it is rather difficult to automatically quantify this, as we do not possess a ground truth dataset we can compare against. However, once again we can measure a plausible proxy by looking at the ratio of OSM POIs whose details have been updated at least once since first being added to the map; we consider this a signal that, for whatever reason (e.g., urbanisation of an area, migration, or unlikely natural disaster) stale information is removed as map updates are carried out. We thus compute $UpdRatio_p$ and $UpdRatio_c$, as the ratio of OSM objects that have been updated at least once in the power users’ and in the crowd’s virtual maps respectively. Similarly to what was done when defining Amenity Diversity Misalignment in Equation 2, we are interested to see the relative difference between the update ratio of the virtual map generated by power users and that generated by the crowd. For this reason, we define the Update Misalignment (UM) metric as:

$$UM = \frac{UpdRatio_p - UpdRatio_c}{\max (UpdRatio_p, UpdRatio_c)} \quad (6)$$

**RESULTS**

**Quantifying Bias in the Map**

We have computed the previously defined six metrics in each of the 40 countries under exam; summary statistics of the obtained values can be found in Table 2. We now elaborate on these results.

**What**

From the first block of rows in Table 2, we can observe that the virtual map generated by power users and the one produced by the crowd show very little misalignment in terms of what types of amenities are being mapped. In fact, $AM$ values range between 0.01 and 0.15: that is, in all the analysed countries, the amenities mapped by power users are roughly the same (even if with different magnitude) as those mapped by the crowd. This low misalignment is further reflected in the diversity of amenities being mapped, with values of $ADM$ in the range −0.18 to 0.24 across three quarter of the considered countries (from the first to the last quartile). These two results combined suggest that the misalignment on the ‘what’ dimension is low.

In order to give a graphical and intuitive visualisation of the low misalignment between the types of amenities mapped by power users and the crowd, Figure 2 plots how many times in Norway (the country with the highest $AM$ value of 0.15) each amenity has been mapped by the crowd ($x$ axis) and by power users ($y$ axis). From this plot we can observe that, with the only exception of amenity type ‘charging station’, that has been heavily edited by power users only, all other amenities have been commonly mapped by power users and by the crowd (albeit with different magnitude scale).

**Where**

From the second block of rows in Table 2, we can observe that spatial misalignment between the map generated by power users and the map generated by the crowd is higher than the ‘what’ dimension. In fact, $SM$ varies between 0.35 and 0.87 in three quartiles, meaning that, in three quarter of the considered countries, the areas mapped by power users only partially overlap with those mapped by the crowd. Furthermore,
OSM usage, with the user base being mainly composed of Philippines and South Africa, countries that have less than in three quarters of the countries examined, this is not the case. It is worth noting that, while spatial misalignment is high in the city where power users do not exhibit an interest? We will elaborate on this point in the next section.

To this end, Figure 3 overlays the two virtual maps, one generated by power users (in yellow marks) and one by the crowd (in red marks), both for the whole United Kingdom (left) and for the metropolitan city of London (right). The darker the color, the higher the relative concentration of edits. As shown, power users intensively map a very few selected areas, these being major urban areas in the UK (e.g., London, Liverpool and Manchester), and selected central areas within the city of London. Crowd mappers spread their activity over the whole country (also over the whole city of London) much more uniformly instead. While we illustrate the case of the United Kingdom and London only, similar patterns have been observed in other countries we have examined. This signals an important problem: if power users concentrate their edits in a few, heavily urbanised areas (perhaps because that is where they live or mingle), who is going to map all the areas where there is absence of power users? And zooming in within urban areas: who is going to map areas within a city where power users do not exhibit an interest? We will elaborate on this point in the next section.

It is worth noting that, while spatial misalignment is high in three quarters of the countries examined, this is not the case for the remaining quarter, where SM is low and ranges between 0.20 and 0.35. These include Ecuador, Portugal, Philippines and South Africa, countries that have less than 1,000 OSM contributors each. It may thus be that these countries have not yet completely passed the cold start phase of OSM usage, with the user base being mainly composed of homogeneous early adopters, rather than a broader and more varied crowd.

**How**

We now turn our attention to the third and final block of rows in Table 2. Unlike what previously found for the ‘what’ and ‘where’ dimensions, here results are not clear-cut: both the AkM metric (proxy for accuracy) and UMW metrics (proxy for up-todateness) record high absolute values across most countries, suggesting that crowd editing behaviour is substantially different from power users editing behaviour. However, in about half the countries these values are negative (i.e., crowd workers take charge of filling in details and of updating content), while in the other half these are positives (i.e., power users take charge of these editing activities). To shed light on this, we also examined the sub-metrics from which AkM and UMW are derived – that is, NotNullRatioP, NotNullRatioC, UpdRatioP and UpdRatioC. Summary statistics of the obtained values can be found in Table 3. An important observation can be drawn from these values: while the behaviour of power users does not vary much across countries (e.g., the ratio of edits with a non-null amenity filed goes from a minimum of 0.34 to a maximum of 0.65), there is a huge variation in the behaviour of the crowd (e.g., from a minimum NotNullRatioC of 0.14 up to 0.94, and from a UpdRatioC of 0.02 up to 0.74). We thus hypothesize that culture plays a role in the way the ‘how’ dimension of bias manifests itself. This hypothesis is corroborated by recent studies of various online collaborative work platforms, that have revealed how the manifested users’ behaviour is shaped by social norms and values that vary between countries [38, 12, 11, 34, 37]. To verify whether this hypothesis is supported, we proceeded as follow.
First, we needed to grow confidence in the fact that OSM edits in a given country are indeed performed by users who are representative of the country’s culture. Though we cannot know if OSM users were ‘born and bred’ in any given country or if, for instance, they were migrants who only recently moved there, we can grow confidence in our analysis after performing the following steps: we inferred a ‘home country’ for each OSM user with more than 5 edits (while marking ‘homeless’ those with less than that); there was no ambiguity in this inference, as all users had over 90% of their edits (and the vast majority exactly 100%) done in a single country. We then computed, for each examined country, the ratio of edits done by home users relative to all edits done in that country; finally, we removed from our analysis countries with less than 70% of contributions made by (inferred) locals; eight countries were removed during this processing, including Canada, Libya, Nigeria, and Peru. We then proceeded with our cultural analysis, focusing on the three dimensions that previous cross-cultural studies of users’ behaviour in collaborative platforms have found to be most significant [11]:

- **Power Distance Index (PDI).** This is a Hofstede’s cultural dimension [20] and it represents the extent to which a nation expects power to be unequally distributed. For example, in countries where PDI is higher, decision making is accepted to be in the hands of a few powerful people, rather than a broader citizen base. Among all the countries we have included in this study, Austria, Denmark and Ireland are those with lowest PDI values; conversely, Russia, Philippines and Guatemala have the highest ones.

- **Individualism vs Collectivism (IDV).** This also is a Hofstede’s cultural dimension [20] and it measures the extent to which individuals are integrated into groups: the higher the individualistic score, the higher the importance given to personal achievements and individual rights (or of those within very close circles), as opposed to wider community interest. Among all the countries we have included in this study, Guatemala, Ecuador and Colombia have the lowest IDV values; conversely, United Kingdom, Australia and United States have the highest ones.

- **Gross Domestic Product Per Capita (GDP-pc).** This index, obtained from the CIA World Factbook, is often considered a good indicator of a country’s standard of living. Among all the countries we have included in this study, Pakistan, Nigeria and Philippines have the lowest values of GDP-pc; conversely, United States, South Africa and Norway have the highest ones.

We then computed the Spearman Correlation coefficients between cultural/economic factors and the sub-metrics from which AcM and Um are based (i.e., NotNullRatio<sub>p</sub>, NotNullRatio<sub>c</sub>, UpdRatio<sub>p</sub> and UpdRatio<sub>c</sub>). Table 4 shows the results.

Let us consider the first block of rows (i.e., NotNullRatio<sub>p</sub> and NotNullRatio<sub>c</sub> metrics). Results suggest three interesting findings: first, there is limited correlation between any cultural dimension and the behaviour of power users; indeed, Table 3 had already shown that the ratio of non-null amenities by power users did not vary much among countries. Taken together, these results suggest that OSM power users form a rather homogeneous group of contributors across the globe. Second, we find a significant correlation between the behaviour of the crowd and both power distance (−0.39) and individualism (0.44). This suggests that the virtual map emerging from crowd edits in countries with high IDV/low PDI has a higher ratio of non-null amenities (our proxy for accuracy) than the one emerging from crowd edits in countries with low IDV/high PDI; this is in line with what was found in [37], where it was showed that people from countries with high IDV/low PDI tend to edit conscientiously (lower null amenity ratio). Furthermore, this level of non-null amenities is even higher than what achieved by power editors in the same countries; this explains the negative values of AcM in Table 2. Viceversa, in countries with low IDV/high PDI, the crowd-generated map achieves lower ratio of non-null amenities than the power users-generated map, thus accounting for the positive values of AcM in Table 2. Third and last, wealth as measured by GDP-pc bears a weak correlation with the accuracy with which contributors edit the map.

If we now turn our attention to the second block of rows in Table 4 (i.e., UpdRatio<sub>p</sub> and UpdRatio<sub>c</sub> metrics), we find very similar results. That is, the behaviour of power users is only weakly correlated with the culture. On the contrary, the behaviour of the crowd is significantly correlated with power distance (−0.49): the lower the PDI, the higher the ratio of updates performed by the crowd; in high PDI countries, this ratio is even higher than the update ratio of power users, thus accounting for the negative values of Um in Table 2. This result is in line with what it was already found for Wikipedia [34], where people from countries with high power distance are less likely to modify/delete others’ work, as if they did not feel to have the power or right to do so. Finally, GDP-pc plays only a weak role in the way editors update the map. We elaborate on the practical and theoretical implications of these findings next.

### DISCUSSION

#### Main Contributions

In this paper, we have proposed a method to quantitatively measure bias in crowd-sourced geographic information repositories. The method first requires to segment the self-selected crowd-base into two groups; for the purpose of this study, we have been looking at power users versus crowd mappers in OpenStreetMap. The method then defines metrics to measure the difference between two virtual maps, each one emerging from the sole contributions of one group, in terms
of: what spatial objects are being edited, where these objects are physically located, and how meticulously they are edited. We have thus quantified to what extent the emerging map in OSM is representative of the interests of the broad OSM contributors’ base, despite the fact that a self-selected group of less than 20% power users is responsible for over 80% of OSM content.

Our findings reveal that the two user bases are well aligned in terms of what information is being mapped: the POIs of interest to power-users are of the same type being mapped by the crowd. However, we found strong bias in terms of the areas being mapped, with the map emerging from power users’ activity being very dense around city centres, and near empty elsewhere, whereas the map constructed by the crowd covers the whole country, as well as intra-urban areas, much more uniformly. Finally, we found bias in how meticulously the map is being edited to vary with culture: where power distance is low and individualism is high, the crowd performs a more accurate work than power users (as captured by our proxies – non-null ratio and update ratio), and viceversa.

**Practical Implications**

Being able to quantify bias using the method presented in this paper has practical implications, to the benefit of both developers of crowd-mapping platforms (be them OSM, CrowdMap, FixMyStreet, etc.), and their potential end-users.

Developers of geographic crowd-sourcing platforms can use this method to measure the extent to which the ongoing mapping task is being representative of the broader contributors’ user base. Despite the crowd-sourcing platform being open to anyone, in practice there are natural self-selection processes that cause a small subset of the user base to actually drive the majority of the mapping effort. This is not necessarily a problem: it may well be that this very active core is doing editing work that is well representative of the interests of the whole editors’ base. However, up to now there has been no automatic way to measure at scale whether this was the case, and to what extent. The method we proposed offers a solution, with intuitive metrics that can reveal (mis)alignments between the two groups.

As the user base evolves over time, so does the bias they introduce. As an example, a recent study has revealed that, in 2008, power users on Amazon Mechanical Turk were primarily American, young, female, and well-educated; however, only one year after, a fundamental change had taken place, and the majority of the Turkers had then become male Indians [26]. By repeatedly applying the method we proposed over time, one can then keep track of how the mapping task is evolving, as a result of potential changes in the contributors’ community.

Once bias has been made visible to developers of crowd-mapping initiatives, actions can be taken to reduce it, if deemed appropriate. What these actions might be is an open research question. For example, possible within-platform interventions include explicit cues for mapping certain types of spatial objects, and/or certain areas. At the moment, with the exception of Cyclopath, we are aware of no crowd-mapping platform that suggests what to map, where and how in any way; however, in Cyclopath, highlighting neglected areas of a map has been shown to be effective in directing mappers’ work in those areas [36]. If a map happened to show ‘what’/‘where’ forms of biases, similar visual cues could be used with the aim to drive the mapping efforts of power and occasional users alike, although research is required to see under what circumstances crowd-mappers would respond as Cyclopath users to such cues (the geographic spread of the mapping community probably being an important parameter).

As evidenced by our analysis, some forms of bias vary with culture, suggesting that different interventions might be required in different countries: for example, where PDI is high, triggers that explicitly call the crowd to update possibly stale information may encourage them to conduct more map maintenance work than what they currently do; this is not necessary in countries with low PDI, as the crowd seems to already perform a more meticulous job than power users.

Being able to quantitatively measure bias in a map empowers tool developers to make it visible to map users (be them citizens, businesses and/or non-for-profit organisations): as Prof. Jerry Brotton clearly stated in a 2013 Wired article, there is no such thing as a perfect map: “No map can be perfect and there will always be gaps or lack of detail – whether it’s the Scottish Island of Jura that Google somehow lost entirely, private roads in wealthy areas or informal settlements like slums. It’s something that people often forget or get complacent about when they think they’ve found the best option though.”. While this is a basic principle that all geographers and cartographers know, people tend to forget that. If maps were to show their biases, users could make informed choices of which one to rely upon for their varying needs. The GIS community has been actively researching methods to visualise uncertainty in geospatial data [29]; as we become capable of measuring bias too, similar lines of research open up, which may lead to the development of new and alternative approaches to map-data visualisation, and of the effects that they have on users’ mapping behaviour.

**Theoretical Implications**

The ability to measure bias in online collaborative platforms is a powerful tool in the hands of researchers too. As online collaborative platforms have been proliferating, many large datasets have become available that afford us the ability to observe, measure and model human activity at a level of granularity unprecedented before. Indeed, a whole new research field called ‘computational social science’ has emerged, lying at the intersection of computer science, social science, and statistics, that claims to be able to validate old theories about human activity and relationships for the first time at scale, and possibly develop new ones.

The approach adopted by computational social scientists to understand human behaviour initially attracted criticism from traditional social scientists, who objected that the digital traces left in online collaborative platforms were not representative of the broader population, and thus their findings

---

could not be generalised, despite being derived from much larger data samples than those used in previous social science studies [2]. Developing methods to quantify bias in online collaborative platforms offers researchers the ability to understand to what extent their findings are generalisable, and under what circumstances.

This paper makes one step in that direction: we have developed a method to quantitatively measure the bias introduced by power users versus occasional contributors in crowd-sourced maps. The comparison of power vs. occasional users has wide applications, as most online collaborative platforms exhibit the same engagement dichotomy. However, there are many other forms of bias that need quantification, including demographic bias (from gender to age to ethnicity and the like), knowledge bias (from amateur or hobbyists to professionals), and community-roles bias (from moderators to contributors to developers).

**Limitations**

One limitation of this work is that all results have been computed per country level. A more fine-grained study, for example at regional or city level, would be able to reveal biases emerging from more localised mapping dynamics than those we detected with this work. However, the method proposed in this paper could also be applied to more fine-grained studies of crowd-sourced geographic datasets.

Similar concerns apply to the temporal granularity of the study: here we studied the bias resulting from three years of cumulative activity; however, the group of power users may change over time, and so may their work. By selecting a more fine-grained time interval, and by repeating the same type of analysis over time, changes in bias, possibly resulting from changes in the power user base, would be captured.

It is also worth pointing out that, for scalability reasons, this work focuses on quantifying bias in OSM by looking at only one OSM data type, that is nodes. If other OSM data types were considered (e.g., ways and relations), different biases may emerge. We leave the investigation of this question to future work; however, we note that the applicability of the method proposed in this paper withstands.

We also like to acknowledge the fact that the correlations found between the meticulousness of the emerging map and culture do not imply any causality. There might indeed exist other underlying factors that contribute to the above correlations and that our analysis does not capture. For example, map updates may take place for different reasons, such as urbanisation or migration processes, and these processes might be related to country’s cultural and economic factors.

Last but not least, we are aware that the metrics we defined for the ‘how’ dimension are nothing but proxies; although we grounded these choices in findings from past works, there is need for further evidence that links our ‘accuracy metric’ and ‘update metric’ to what we indeed aim them to capture. Smaller scale qualitative studies could be conducted to shed light in this direction.

Finally, we would like to restate that this work focuses on quantifying bias in the map produced by power users versus that emerging from the activity of the much larger crowd of occasional mappers. Our method considers users’ interest as captured by what OSM users edit in the map. We are aware of two main limitations of this method: first, what users map may only broadly, and not exactly, represent their interests. Second, while this method enables us to discuss how representative the emerging OSM map is of the broader OSM contributors’ base, it does not afford us the ability to discuss its representativeness with respect to the interests of the very many lurkers that use the map without however leaving any digital trace of what their interests might be.

**Future Work**

As we previously hinted to, an important direction of future research is the analysis of the temporal evolution of bias in crowd-sourced geographic datasets. As time progresses, the user base keeps changing across a variety of dimensions (e.g., size, demographics, expertise); furthermore, as more and more information is being mapped, saturation effects may start to emerge, with potential impact on the user base itself (as some users may lose interest, once they see certain POI types have been completely mapped, or when they see ‘sufficient’ information being mapped). Developing a method that is capable of tracking users’ evolution during their engagement with the crowd-mapping platform, and of measuring bias in relation to the stage of ‘maturity’ and ‘adoption’ of a crowd-sourcing platform, would offer platforms’ developers a better understanding of how the community is evolving, and what types of interventions might be required and would be most effective over time.
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